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SASS	 HAPPENINGS

With this issue of the Helvetia Herald you will
be receiving the new Membership Directory . I
think you will agree that Bob Clarke has done a
fine job in putting it together and getting it
out to you . Many thanks, Bob, for a task well
lone.

The Directory is being sent out to the entire
membership, and we trust that you will use it
to its fullest, for your own personal use . We
gant to thank the members who have sent in
their dues and trust that all will respond to
the call . The Herald will no longer be sent
to those not in good standing.

Sad news has reached us that Mrs . Dorothy
Harkness of Portland, Oregon has passed away.
Our sincere condolences to her family and
Friends. May the Lord bless and keep her.

nominations were requested for the slate of
)officers to be elected for the coming year.
not many have been sent in, but here are these:
For President, Jan Donker, Massachusetts ; for
lice President, Allan Sullivan, Oregon ; for
Secretary, Bob Clarke, Louisiana ; for
Treasurer, Herb Du Russel, New York. If no other
lames are submitted, this will be the slate
for 1972-1973.

le welcome the following new members:
H . L . Katcher
John B . Lloyd
Philip Weiss

['heir addresses are listed on the separate
insert in the Membership Directory .

REGULATIONS FOR PROPOSED SALES CIRCUIT

1) Any SASS member may enter books with stamps
(mint/used), envelopes or entires, postal
stationery, cancellation cut-outs, and similar
philatelic material for circulation among
fellow members . 2) Every item in such sales
books or envelopes must be clearly marked as
to catalog number and sales price . 3) Damaged
material must not be entered in circuit books,
or it must be clearly labeled as damaged, and
accordingly low priced . 4) Falsifications,
or incorrectly labeled items will be returned
to the parties that entered them and will not
be accepted in SASS circuits . 5) Any SASS
member desiring to be a part of such circuit
must fill out a form acknowledging the detailed
regulations that govern any such circuit . Forms
will be available from Dr . Felix Ganz, Sales
Manager, Apt . 3303, 1130 S . Michigan Ave .,
Chicago, Ill ., 60605 . Circuits will begin
Sept . 1,. 1972 . 6) Materials submitted should
not include items priced at less than 5¢ in
Scott or Minkus, or less than 20 cts . in
Zumstein . 7) Accounts will be settled either
twice a year, or after a sales book or envelope
has been depleted to the point that further
circulation would be senseless . 8) The Sales
Manager deducts from net sales 15% to pay for
postage, correspondence, circuits, basic ins .,
etc ., and all proceeds will go to SASS at the
end of the year or June 30 . A detailed
accounting will appear in the Herald once a year . 9)
Sales books, envelopes may be submitted,
beginning June 1, 1972, to the above address . 10)
Circuits may not be kept by any member more than
5 days and must be forwarded by insured mail.
11) Sass members submitting materials for sale
will be given preference in receiving circuits
of other members ' material .
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The Story about Swiss Soldier Stamps,

	

Part II
by Edwin. L . Chalfant

The World War I issues are quite difficult to get,
some quite expensive, as very small printings were made
on some of the issues . They are especially difficultto
get on cover . About 300 different types exist for WW I,
excluding varieties, and it can be very difficult to
complete . The World War II issues, however, are much more
attractive, and far easier to complete, even though approx.
2000 different types exist, excluding varieties . The
quantities issued of each type were far larger, though still
far from plentiful, and prices are very reasonable, less
than 25ç per stamp, average . Very few sell for over $1 .00.

Completion of all the basic types is quite possible, with
patience . These attractive stamps are becoming very popular
these days . When it becomes difficult to add to your
regular Swiss collection, this field presents a very
interesting sideline, due to low cost, wide variety, and
attractiveness.

Currently, reference works by Locher/Forestier and
Zumstein exist, but are difficult to find and are badly
out of date as to prices . The Locher catalog for WW Iissues
is extremely scarce, a collector ' s item itself . TheZumstein
catalog for WW II issues is also a collector ' s item, as it,
too, is very difficult to find . It is especially valuable
since it gives quantities issued in many cases . Quantities
range from 5000 to 20,000 of most issues, which in the
future, if popularity continues to grow, could mean high
prices, as they are not very expensive now, but those
quantities are small in today ' s market . The main catalog

for the WW II Soldier stamp issues is the Locher/Forestier,
because the Locher numbering system seems the most popular
way to collect . However, this catalog is also very hard to
find, but is not nearly so difficult as the other two
listed above.

However, there is a new catalog now being prepared
by Mr . Robert C . Ross, in New York, that will not only
be in English, but will be the most complete listing of
World War II issues, and will be more realistic as to
pricing . When this new catalog is published we will, of
course, make it available to everyone interested . It will,
no doubt, contribute to-making the collecting of Swiss
Soldier Stamps to a much larger number of collectors
possible . If you would like a selection of these issues
on approval, we will be most happy to hear from you . Or
better still, start with the beginner ' s packet of 100
different Swiss WW II Soldier Stamps for only $9 .00,

postpaid . WRITE TO :

Ed Chalfant
RIVIERA STAMPS
P . O . Box 6250
Santa Barbara, Calif . 93111



POSTAL CANCELLATIONS AN DMARKINGS
D SWITZERLANDAND LIECHTENSTEIN

By Felix Ganz	 -- part XVI

AN ALPHABETIC LIST OF	 PRIVATE PARCEL, ACCEPTANCE STATIONS, RAIL". ! AY
STATION PAR CEL DEPOTS, AND POSTAL ACCEPTANCE STATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND.

Abbreviations used-

x (in front of name) : no longer in existence ; oo

	

beck of name) : no
cancellation known to exist, or to have existed ; PPA : private
parcel acceptance station ; PA: postal acceptance station; RPA:railway station
parcel acceptance depot ; (1),(2),(3), etc . : number of different straight-
line cancellation known ; (cds) : means that the station utilizes p cir-
cular date strike; (rds) : the station uses a railway station canceller:
(cdsy) : the depot or station uses a neighboring post office's cds to
cancel its parcels or other posted items ; AG, BS, GR, BE, ZG, etc . : lo-
cation of the depot . according to Swiss Canton.

The listing is es of December 31, 1971 . Errors may exist .







Pro Patria 1972

The set was designed by Eugen and Max Lenz, a team of

Zurich artists for multi-color helio-gravure printing on the

same kind of paper as the CEPT-EUROPA set and also from cylin-

ders comprising two panes of 50 subjects apiece.

The 10+10 centime shows three harpoon points now in

the Historical Museum, in Berne . Measuring from six to eight

inches in length they were used by late Stone Age hunters of

fish and game who fastened them to wooden shafts . The ones

depicted were discovered in lakes near Seeberg, Bern, and

Cheseaux-Noreaz, Vaud,

- The 20+10 centime, reproduces a bronze Hydra or water

vessel fashioned in Southern Italy around 570 BC and brought to

Switzerland as a funerary gift to someone of obviously princely

rank who served as a Roman official in the iron-mining area of

the Jura Alps in Western Switzerland. This precious antiquity

was found in Graechwil in the Canton of Bern, then restored in

1968 before being taken to the Historical Museum.

The 30+10 centime shows one of two known gold busts

in the entire history of the Roman Empire . This extraordinary

masterpiece, modeled from a single sheet of solid gold was the

work of a an artisan living in Helvetia, as Switzerland then

was known. Portraying Emperor Marcus Aurelius it was made for

the Cigognier Temple in Aventicum (now Avenches) about the end

of the second century AD. It was preserved from the plundering

Alemanni (German) tribes 100 years later, by being hidden in

one of the town's sewers. In 1939, when the Pro Aventico Ass-

ociation sponsored excavations, the invaluable treasure was

found by archeologists, and given to the Archeological Museum,

in Lausanne, while a replica was made for the Roman Museum of

Avenches.

The 40+20 centime depicts an ornamental disc such as

was used by ladies of rank during the seventh century when the

Alemanni and Franks occupied the land. Such discs normally-



NEW SWISS ISSUES, PRO PATRIA; 1972 ., continued.

Comprised ornamental open-work in metal and were placed on the

left legs° shanks either while ladies lived or when they were

buried. Most of those known today have been found in tombs, as

was this one from Neftenbach, in the Canton of Zurich.

It depicts a rider with a lance, almost entirely in

silhouette and measures 3344 inches in diameter ; there are signs

of wear on the upper side of the frame, which suggest flexible

suspension of the disc, probably from a ribbon attached to its

owner's long dress.

The introduction of "Archeological Finds," to be con-

tinued with future annual sets, brings anew dimension to PRO

PATRIA stamps . From 1938, when the first was issued, until
1944, their subjects were historical buildings and landmarks.

In 1945, the theme of characteristic farm houses and native

crafts began and continued for four years ; the 1950 and 1951

sets were devoted to native sports, and in 1952, famous land-

scapes continued until 1957. The came four annual sets showing

crystals and fossils, The 1963 set was devoted to first-aid,

while the 1962 and 1964 sets showed ancient Swiss coins . The

1965-67 sets reproduced centuries-old church paintings, and

from 1968 until last year, the theme was "stained glass,"

with reproductions of medieval to modern examples of this

art that was developed in Switzerland around the 12th century.

As always, the surtax from the sale of these stamps

will be given to Swiss organizations concerned with the hum-

anitarian welfare of deserving citizens,

In addition to distinctive first-day-of-issue post-

marks (applied only in Bern,) the Postal Administration will

have available official, engraved-cachet envelopes for coll-

ectors desiring them. For the May 2 pair, the cachet is in-
scribed, "EUROPA C FT 1972 ;" the cachet for the PRO PATRIA

set features an adaptation of the Marcus Aurelius bust as

used for the 30+10c stamp. They cost 30 centimes (12 cents)
apiece in addition to face value of the stamps, and may be
ordered directly from the Philatelic Service Office, PTT,

Parkterrasse 10, 3000 Bern, Switzerland .
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